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As the joint action agency for Massachusetts municipal utilities,
MMWEC continues to provide its Member utilities with the
core services that enable them to compete effectively and
collectively in an evolving electric power marketplace. These
are the roots of the MMWEC organization – cooperative
actions to achieve common goals – and they are planted firmly
in a foundation of achievement that spans nearly 40 years.
Today, MMWEC is completing a year of change in its direction and focus, highlighted by significant strides in
the development of new energy resources to meet the needs of its Member and Project Participant
municipal utilities.
In direct response to the needs and desires of its Members, MMWEC is expanding its power supply to include
renewable, demand response as well as more traditional energy resources. The organization is on track to
purchase the assets of a proposed 15-megawatt wind project in Western Massachusetts and has cleared major
permitting hurdles for a new 280-megawatt, combined-cycle unit at its Stony Brook site. It also is working to
tap the potential for solar energy in communities served by municipal utilities.
With the integration of its core service functions, MMWEC has adopted a portfolio approach to managing its
Members’ energy resources and other assets. This approach includes more individualized service that focuses
on managing risks and maximizing the value of each Member’s integrated portfolio.There are new opportunities
to enhance the value of resources in daily, forward and futures markets, and MMWEC’s approach is structured
to capture the full spectrum of potential values.
MMWEC’s solid credit standing was bolstered by upgrades from Moody’s Investors Service and Fitch Ratings in
the past year, actions that bode well for the financing of future projects. Both rating agencies cited the strong
financial position of MMWEC’s Project Participant utilities, reflecting both competitive retail electric rates and
declining debt service payments. Bonds issued to finance MMWEC’s ownership in the Stony Brook Intermediate
Unit and Wyman Unit No. 4 will be retired in July 2008.
At the same time, MMWEC is achieving success with legislative and regulatory initiatives that represent the
interests of municipal utilities at both the regional and national levels. There has been significant progress in
seeking greater accountability and cost control for the operators of regional power markets, including ISO New

England, and MMWEC is continuing its oversight of new
marketplace mechanisms, such as the ISO’s new Forward
Capacity Market, to ensure that the costs for consumers are
just and reasonable.
While MMWEC is experiencing an overall decline in the
number of Member utilities, there is a renewed commitment
to the ideals and principles of joint action among the
remaining Member utilities. Adjustments are being made to
contain costs for Member utilities without compromising the
quality and value of MMWEC’s services.

Michael J. Flynn, Ronald C. DeCurzio, H. Bradford White

Moving forward, MMWEC is sharpening its focus on the core services of power supply planning and management,
financial and risk management, and generation development and oversight.With value added through cost containment
and attention to individual requirements, these services are the gateway to a strong and competitive future for
MMWEC’s Member utilities.
As always, MMWEC is an extension and reflection of the utilities that it serves, leveraging their collective strength to
achieve otherwise unreachable goals. Our roots and record of accomplishments are strong, providing a solid foundation
for addressing the challenges of a dynamic marketplace in service to the municipal utilities of Massachusetts.

Michael J. Flynn, Chairman of the Board
Ronald C. DeCurzio, Chief Operating Officer, Treasurer, Secretary
H. Bradford White, President

On the cover of this year’s Annual Report,
MMWEC introduces its new logo, including
the “Public Energy Partners” tagline.This
new image of MMWEC captures the
organization’s commitment to environmental
stewardship and its partnership with
Massachusetts municipal utilities in providing
the energy resources and services needed
to ensure a strong and environmentally
responsible future for public power in Massachusetts.
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New Resources
Resource Diversity / Price Stability / Environmental Stewardship / Reliability
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These are the characteristics of a strong, balanced power supply and all are present in the energy resources being
developed by MMWEC to meet the future power requirements of its Member utilities. The new resources include
renewable energy – wind and solar – as well as a natural gas-fired generating unit and demand response resources.
MMWEC’s existing resources include nuclear, fossil fuel and hydroelectric generation, bringing a level of diversity and
balance to the overall supply that is crucial in addressing the dynamics of today’s marketplace.

Renewables
Early in 2008, MMWEC agreed to purchase the assets of Berkshire Wind Power, LLC, which has completed much of
the development work for a proposed 15-megawatt wind project on Brodie Mountain in Western Massachusetts.The
purchase is planned for closing in May 2008, and it is MMWEC’s intent to complete the project and bring it into
operation, possibly in 2010.
Fifteen Massachusetts municipal utilities are funding MMWEC’s current involvement in the Berkshire project and have
agreed to an innovative approach to financing, developing and owning the project.Together with MMWEC, the utilities
are in the process of creating a municipal lighting plant cooperative, as authorized under the 1997 Massachusetts
electric industry restructuring law to conduct business associated with the purchase, sale and distribution of electricity.
MMWEC and the Princeton Municipal Light Department created a similar cooperative in August 2007 to finance and
own a 3-megawatt wind project in Princeton.The Princeton co-op closed on a $6.5 million financing package for the
project late in 2007, and the cooperative approach is being pursued to develop a 1.5-megawatt wind project with the
Templeton Municipal Light & Water Plant.
Other developments associated with renewable energy initiatives include MMWEC’s early 2008 agreement to work
cooperatively with a solar energy firm and municipal utilities to install pilot photovoltaic solar systems on schools,
municipal buildings and other high-profile sites in communities served by municipal utilities. MMWEC also is working
with the firm to develop a program that will provide incentives for demonstration projects on municipal buildings and
begin the process of establishing incentives for their customers to purchase solar systems.
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Meeting power
In addition, in conjunction with the federal relicensing of the Niagara
Hydroelectric Project in New York, the contracts that bring 53.1 megawatts of
inexpensive Niagara Project power to Massachusetts municipal utilities were
renewed in September 2007. MMWEC played a key role in securing the
municipals’ rights to this renewable resource over the 50-year term of the new
federal license.

supply needs does
not always involve
building a project
that generates
electricity.

Demand Resources
Meeting power supply needs does not always involve building a project that
generates electricity. An equally effective way to meet these needs involves developing demand resources, including
energy efficiency measures and customer actions that reduce the demand for electricity.
Consistent with technological advances in controlling the demand for electricity, there are a growing number of demand
response and energy efficiency measures available to consumers. Many of these measures qualify for payments under
programs that equate the value of demand resources with generating resources, providing incentives for
implementation.
MMWEC has undertaken a number of initiatives to help its Members implement demand response and energy
efficiency programs, including the sponsorship of an MMWEC Institute conference that featured state officials, utilities,
ISO New England and nearly a dozen demand resource providers.
One successful initiative stems from a new agreement between MMWEC and an engineering firm to provide energy
audits for commercial, industrial and institutional customers of municipal utilities. The firm also provides services to
implement audit recommendations, from lighting retrofits to HVAC system conversions, and several municipal systems
are taking advantage of these services.
In addition, MMWEC has registered nearly 4 megawatts of demand response capacity owned by MMWEC and its
Member utilities. In addition to regular capacity payments, these resources will receive additional revenue if they are
called upon to produce energy during periods of high demand. Among these resources are the new black-start diesel
generators at the Stony Brook power plant, which also receive compensation for their ability to reenergize the regional
power grid during a blackout.

Stony Brook Unit 3
In December 2007, the Massachusetts Executive Office of Energy and
Environmental Affairs approved the Final Environmental Impact Report (FEIR) for
Stony Brook Unit 3, a 280-megawatt, combined-cycle generating unit proposed by
MMWEC at its Stony Brook Energy Center site in Ludlow. Acceptance of the FEIR
is one of numerous favorable permitting decisions received for the new unit, which
will meet a large portion of the Members’ baseload power needs. State Energy
Facilities Siting Board hearings on the new unit are complete.
During the current development phase, MMWEC is working to complete the project’s environmental, regulatory,
contracting and other requirements, which will enable the organization to prepare the cost and schedule estimates
needed to decide whether to move forward with financing and construction of the new unit.
MMWEC will use the latest and most efficient combined-cycle generating technology in the new unit as well as
state-of-the-art emission control technology.The project’s primary fuel will be clean-burning natural gas with ultralow-sulfur distillate oil as a backup. The design and location of the project, coupled with actions proposed to
address environmental impacts, will result in one of the most efficient and environmentally sound power plants in
the United States.
In addition to the resources discussed here, MMWEC is constantly on the lookout for other resources to meet the
diverse energy and capacity requirements of individual Member utilities.
Resource diversity, price stability, environmental stewardship and reliability. These are the characteristics of MMWEC’s
strong and balanced power supply.
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Portfolio Management
Improvements in MMWEC’s approach to managing its Members’ energy resources represent one of the organization’s
most significant achievements of the past year.
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The improvements have included organizational change to integrate core services and greater use of technology to
develop and manage resource portfolios for individual Member utilities. New tools for gathering power market
information and sharing it with Members are in place. Standard agreements for purchasing resources add efficiency
and economy to the process. Portfolio management practices, such as dollar cost averaging of forward purchases, are
increasing value and mitigating marketplace risks.
These and other improvements have resulted in a more comprehensive, risk-focused and personal approach to
managing energy resources at MMWEC.

Some highlights of this initiative include:
• A reorganization and integration of MMWEC’s core service functions into a single business group, headed by a Chief
Operating Officer, a new corporate position. This has brought together the staff and functional areas providing
Members with power supply management and planning services, financial and risk management services, and new
generation services.The integration of these functions reflects a parallel need for the integration of energy resources
in order to capture marketplace opportunities.
• A vast improvement in technology systems and infrastructure that enables staff to monitor marketplace activity,
conduct a wider range of analyses, complete transactions and monitor results with greater efficiency and economy.
In addition to customizing its own software, MMWEC is using new market data systems and a leading short-term
price forecasting system that improves the accuracy of fuel, load and energy bids.
• An approach to energy portfolio management that identifies each Member’s exposure to the volatile spot market
for energy and hedges that exposure with forward purchases of electricity. Hedge purchases typically involve
bilateral contracts with investment banks and power marketers to cover exposures six or more months in
advance. Using a dollar cost averaging approach, these purchases are made over time to capture the potential
value in price fluctuations.
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Portfolio
management
practices, such as
dollar cost averaging
of forward purchases,
are increasing value
and mitigating
• The use of industry standard contracts to purchase energy from an approved
group of entities that have cleared MMWEC’s third-party credit review
marketplace risks.
process. The credit review, which protects MMWEC and its Members from
the risk of third-party nonperformance, is part of an Enterprise Risk
Management initiative that identifies and addresses risks throughout the MMWEC organization.
• More timely delivery to each Member of comprehensive information regarding their portfolio position, hedging
options, market prices for fuel and energy as well as other key variables. Among other improvements, MMWEC has
updated its bulk power price projections to provide each Member with a rolling, 18-month projection of its bulk
power costs, and all of this information is delivered – in some cases with hourly updates – via MMWEC’s passwordprotected website for Member utilities.
To address portfolio needs that extend further into the future, MMWEC is constantly on the watch for opportunities
to purchase capacity and energy from existing and planned generating projects through multi-year, bilateral contracts.
Potential purchases involve power from a variety of projects in the Northeast, including wind, biomass, hydro and
combined-cycle resources.
Unlike most investor-owned utilities, MMWEC and the Massachusetts municipal utilities have retained the right to enter
into long-term, bilateral contracts as well as the right to construct and own new generating resources.This has enabled
MMWEC and its Members to pursue a combination of multi-year contracts and MMWEC-owned generation, such as
the Berkshire Wind and Stony Brook Unit 3 projects, to meet portfolio requirements.
MMWEC also provides its Members with numerous services that enable them to participate effectively in New
England’s wholesale electric power markets, which include day-ahead and real-time markets for energy as well as
separate markets for capacity, reserve power, ancillary services and other products.These day-to-day wholesale market
services include the daily bidding of Members’ resources into the marketplace, the collection of daily load data, the
purchase of fuel for the existing Stony Brook units and the reconciliation, financing and payment of Members’ wholesale
market bills.
A new market for generating capacity, the Forward Capacity Market (FCM), was launched in the past year, and
MMWEC is working to ensure that its Members capture the benefits and comply with the requirements of this
new market.
Also in 2007, federal regulators implemented a new set of national electric reliability standards with volumes of
requirements for compliance. More than 100 people attended a conference hosted by MMWEC to address the
implications of these new standards for municipal utilities, which have numerous compliance responsibilities.
Looking ahead, MMWEC is planning to participate in the 10-state Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative’s (RGGI)
quarterly auctions of carbon dioxide (C02) allowances, scheduled to start in September 2008.The RGGI C02 auctions
will be the first in the nation and are intended to help curb greenhouse gas emissions over time to combat global
warming.The RGGI program becomes effective in January 2009.
The number and magnitude of marketplace issues and requirements are likely to increase as the electric industry
continues to evolve. And, as it has for nearly 40 years, MMWEC will provide the wholesale market representation and
services needed to protect the interests and enhance the value of municipal utility operations.
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Credit Strength
At a time when MMWEC is planning for potential bond issues to finance new generating facilities, the organization’s
credit standing is strong and improving.
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In fact, over the past four years, the major credit rating agencies have looked favorably upon MMWEC and its Project
Participant utilities, delivering a series of rating upgrades that will help contain the cost of financing new projects.
All of the debt issued by MMWEC to finance construction of the 520-megawatt Stony Brook power plant will be
retired in July 2008. Debt issued to finance MMWEC’s 22.4-megawatt ownership of the Wyman Unit No. 4 plant in
Maine also will be retired in July 2008.
MMWEC’s debt service payments will decline even further beginning in 2010 when the savings from a 2001 debt
refunding and restructuring program are reflected in debt service billings.
In November 2001, in a process similar to refinancing a mortgage, MMWEC issued more than $1 billion in bonds to
refund all of its outstanding debt at a lower interest rate.The program resulted in savings, or reductions in debt service
costs, of approximately $134 million over the life of the new bonds. In order to enhance the future competitiveness
of MMWEC’s Project Participants, a decision was made at the time to structure the new debt service payments so that
savings would be captured between 2010 and 2019, when all of MMWEC’s existing debt is scheduled for retirement.
Lower debt service payments translate into reduced costs for MMWEC’s Project Participants, further improving their
competitive positions, which already have won praise from the rating agencies.
Concurrently, the nuclear plants owned in part by MMWEC have received operating license extensions, extending their
useful lives well beyond the retirement dates for bonds issued to finance MMWEC’s ownership in the plants. The
operating license for Millstone Unit No. 3 has been extended until 2045, and the operating license for Seabrook Station
has been extended until 2030.
In upgrading its ratings on all of MMWEC’s Power Supply Projects to “A” from “A-“, Fitch Ratings states in a February
2008 report that the upgrades are “primarily attributable to the fact that outstanding debt has been amortizing fairly
rapidly and will be repaid by 2019, while at the same time MMWEC’s nuclear facilities have extended useful lives …
thus providing the utility with increased financial and operating flexibility.”
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In May 2007, Moody’s Investors Service also upgraded MMWEC’s Power Supply Project ratings, citing “the improved
relative competitive position of MMWEC and its Participants” as well as “the improving general credit characteristics
of MMWEC Members.” Other credit strengths recognized by Moody’s include MMWEC’s increased focus on risk
management and a “stable record of finances, including moderating debt ratios and sound liquidity.”
MMWEC’s outstanding debt includes approximately $173 million in auction-rate securities that carry variable interest
rates set in daily and weekly auctions conducted by securities remarketers. While issues in the nation’s credit markets
have caused the interest cost of such auction-rate securities to spike for some entities, the interest cost of MMWEC’s
auction-rate securities has remained relatively stable. Although MMWEC is continuing to monitor this situation, ratelimiting provisions embedded in MMWEC’s auction-rate securities have kept the interest cost of these securities at an
acceptable level.
Through its Power Supply Projects, MMWEC owns approximately 716 megawatts of capacity in five different
generating units, including the Stony Brook Intermediate Unit, the Stony Brook Peaking Unit, Seabrook Station, Millstone
Unit No. 3 and Wyman Unit No. 4.The Participants in these projects include 28 Massachusetts municipal utilities, the
Pascoag (RI) Utility District and six Vermont utilities. Each Project Participant has contracted with MMWEC to pay its
share of Project costs, which include the cost of debt service on MMWEC bonds and MMWEC’s share of Project
operating costs.

MMWEC Debt-Financed Generation Ownership
Unit Name

Ownership Share
(MW)

Fuel Type

Debt
Retirement Date

Stony Brook Intermediate

321.3

Gas/Oil

July, 1, 2008

Stony Brook Peaking

172.7

Oil

July 1, 2005

Seabrook Station

144.0

Nuclear

July 1, 2019

Millstone Unit No. 3

55.5

Nuclear

July 1, 2018

Wyman Unit No. 4

22.4

Oil

July 1, 2008
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Regulatory & Legislative Initiatives
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The value of MMWEC’s role as an advocate for municipal utility interests is evident in the large amount of savings
and refunds identified in 2007 – approximately $94 million – as several key disputes over wholesale power market
costs were resolved in MMWEC’s favor.This amount is the return for MMWEC’s Member utilities on an investment
of less than $4 million to challenge certain wholesale marketplace charges for reliability and transmission services.
Representing and protecting its Members’ interests in New England’s electric power marketplace is an important
MMWEC function. The relatively fast-paced implementation of multi-billion-dollar changes in the marketplace has
elevated the need for such advocacy to ensure that consumer interests are considered carefully in the decisionmaking process.
The bulk of the $94 million in refunds and savings is a result of successful challenges to the cost of Reliability Must Run
(RMR) agreements with certain generators and challenges to the amounts New England’s transmission owners are
allowed to earn on their investments. In addition to such legal challenges before the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC), MMWEC is active in numerous other forums to protect the interests of its Member utilities.
MMWEC and other New England public power utilities are pursuing initiatives to ensure that regional transmission
organizations like ISO New England are accountable to consumers for the cost impacts of their actions and that they
provide cost-benefit analyses of major marketplace changes.
As a result of these activities, the U.S. Government Accountability Office agreed in 2007 to undertake a study of
the cost, structure and operations of regional transmission organizations. Early in 2008, bills were filed in Congress
to protect consumers from unjustified increases in the costs of competitive power markets. Among other things, the
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Priorities include
action to ensure
that Members
are treated
equitably during
implementation of
the new Forward
Capacity Market.

legislation would require the FERC and market operators to consider cost impacts on consumers before implementing
expensive market mechanisms that are costing consumers billions of dollars.
At the regional level, MMWEC staff serves on the ISO New England committees that develop new markets,
marketplace rules, transmission system plans and other fundamental components of the region’s power system.
MMWEC’s priorities for 2008 include action to ensure that its Members are treated equitably during implementation
of the new Forward Capacity Market, which involves rules affecting new generating resources, future RMR agreements
and demand response resources. MMWEC also is working to ensure that needed transmission facilities are completed
in a timely manner and that municipal utilities have an opportunity to share in the ownership of these facilities.
In Massachusetts, MMWEC is continuing its outreach to state officials and legislators to identify and implement
cooperative actions to achieve common goals. In a new and promising approach to updating MMWEC’s enabling
legislation, portions of a long-standing MMWEC bill seeking updates have been added to a comprehensive energy bill
before the Massachusetts General Court, the state’s legislative body.
With MMWEC as their advocate, Member utilities have a valuable and effective proponent of their interests in far-flung
matters that affect their local operations and costs. Enabling Members to focus on delivering economic and reliable
service at the local level is one benefit of MMWEC’s advocacy services. Another benefit – although it rarely reaches
the level it did in 2007 – involves the savings or additional revenue that often results from successful activities.
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Directors

Robert V. Jolly, Jr.

Stanley W. Herriott

James M. Lavelle

William F.Waters

Sean Hamilton

Director/Elected

Director/Elected

Director/Elected

Director/Elected

Director/Elected

Officers
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Michael J. Flynn

Ronald C. DeCurzio

H. Bradford White

Nicholas J. Scobbo, Jr.

Chairman of the Board
Director/Gubernatorial Appointee/
Town of Wilbraham

Chief Operating Officer
Treasurer, Secretary

President

General Counsel

Ronald W. Kusek

Nancy A. Brown

Assistant Treasurer

Assistant Secretary
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Jonathan V. Fitch

Doris A. Chojnowski

Paul Robbins

Luis Vitorino

John M. Flynn

Director/Elected

Director/Elected

Director/Gubernatorial
Appointee

Director/Town of Ludlow

Director/Town of Hampden

Managers
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Joseph O. Roy

Robert J. Deasy

John J. Boudreau

Director of Generation
Services

Interim Director of Market
Management & Planning

Director of Business &
Regulatory Strategy

Sandra Z. Magyar

Alan R. Menard

Director of Member &
Public Relations

Director of Business
Support Services
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Members & Project Participants
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Ashburnham Municipal Light Department

Peabody Municipal Light Plant

Boylston Municipal Light Department

Princeton Municipal Light Department

Braintree Electric Light Department

Reading Municipal Light Department

Danvers Electric Division

Rowley Municipal Lighting Plant

Georgetown Municipal Light Department

Shrewsbury Electric & Cable Operations

Groton Electric Light Department

South Hadley Electric Light Department

Hingham Municipal Lighting Plant

Sterling Municipal Light Department

Holden Municipal Light Department

Templeton Municipal Light & Water Plant

Holyoke Gas & Electric Department

Wakefield Municipal Gas & Light Department

Hudson Light & Power Department

West Boylston Municipal Lighting Plant

Hull Municipal Lighting Plant

Westfield Gas & Electric

Ipswich Municipal Light Department

Pascoag (RI) Utility District

Littleton Electric Light & Water

Green Mountain Power Corporation (VT)

Mansfield Municipal Electric Department

Hardwick (VT) Electric Department

Marblehead Municipal Light Department

Ludlow (VT) Electric Light Department

Middleborough Gas & Electric Department

Morrisville (VT) Water and Light Department

Middleton Municipal Electric Department

Stowe (VT) Electric Department

North Attleborough Electric Department

Swanton (VT) Electric Department

Paxton Municipal Light Department

The Massachusetts Municipal Wholesale Electric Company (MMWEC) is a not-for-profit,
public corporation and political subdivision of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, created
in 1976 through an Act of the Massachusetts General Court. MMWEC provides a broad
range of power supply, financial, risk management and other services to enhance the
competitiveness of Massachusetts municipal utilities. MMWEC also is the operator and
principal owner of the Stony Brook power plant, a 520-megawatt, combined-cycle generating
station located at MMWEC’s Stony Brook Energy Center in Ludlow, Massachusetts.

2007 Financial Statements

MMWEC’s Financial Statements for the years ended December 31, 2006 and 2007 are
contained on the CD included in this year’s annual report.

Copies of this report and supplemental financial information can be obtained, free of charge, by writing to:
Corporate Communications Office, Massachusetts Municipal Wholesale Electric Company,
P.O. Box 426, Ludlow, MA 01056

Massachusetts Municipal Wholesale Electric Company
PO Box 426, Ludlow, MA 01056
Phone: 413/589.0141 Fax: 413/589.1585
E-mail: mmwec@mmwec.org Internet: www.mmwec.org
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